39-301. DECLARATION OF POLICY. It is the policy of this state that alcoholics, intoxicated persons or drug addicts may not be subjected to criminal prosecution or incarceration solely because of their consumption of alcoholic beverages or addiction to drugs but rather should be afforded treatment in order that they may lead normal lives as productive members of society.

The legislature hereby finds and declares that it is essential to the health and welfare of the people of this state that action be taken by state government to effectively and economically utilize federal and state funds for alcoholism and drug addiction research, and the prevention and for the treatment and rehabilitation of alcoholics or drug addicts. To achieve this, it is necessary that existing fragmented, uncoordinated and duplicative alcoholism and drug treatment programs be merged into a comprehensive and integrated system for the prevention, treatment and rehabilitation of alcoholics.

The legislature continues to recognize the need for criminal sanctions for those who violate the provisions of the uniform controlled substances act.


39-302. DEFINITIONS. As used in this chapter, the terms defined in this section shall have the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates another meaning:

(1) "Addiction" or "alcoholism" means a primary, chronic, neurological disease with genetic, psychosocial and environmental factors influencing its development and manifestations. It is characterized by behaviors that include one (1) or more of the following: impaired control over drug or alcohol use, compulsive use, continued use despite harm, and craving.

(2) "Alcoholic" means a person who has the disease of alcoholism, which is characterized by behaviors that include one (1) or more of the following: impaired control over alcohol use, compulsive use, continued use despite harm, and craving.

(3) "Approved private treatment facility" means a private agency meeting the standards prescribed in section 39-305(1), Idaho Code, and approved under the provisions of section 39-305(3), Idaho Code, and rules promulgated by the board of health and welfare pursuant to this chapter.

(4) "Approved public treatment facility" means a treatment agency operating under the provisions of this chapter through a contract with the department of health and welfare pursuant to section 39-304(7), Idaho Code, and meeting the standards prescribed in section 39-305(1), Idaho Code, and approved pursuant to section 39-305(3), Idaho Code, and rules promulgated by the board of health and welfare pursuant to this chapter.

(5) "Department" means the Idaho department of health and welfare.

(6) "Director" means the director of the Idaho department of health and welfare.
"Drug addict" means a person who has the disease of addiction, which is characterized by behaviors that include one (1) or more of the following: impaired control over drug use, compulsive use, continued use despite harm, and craving.

"Incapacitated by alcohol or drugs" means that a person, as a result of the use of alcohol or drugs, is unconscious or has his judgment otherwise so impaired that he is incapable of realizing and making a rational decision with respect to his need for treatment.

"Incompetent person" means a person who has been adjudged incompetent by an appropriate court within this state.

"Intoxicated person" means a person whose mental or physical functioning is substantially impaired as a result of the use of drugs or alcohol.

"Recovery support services" means those ancillary, nonclinical services needed for a client to maintain substance abuse or addiction recovery. These services may include transportation, childcare, drug testing, safe and sober housing and care management.

"Substance abuse" means the misuse or excessive use of alcohol or other drugs or substances.

"Treatment" means the broad range of emergency, outpatient, intensive outpatient, and inpatient services and care, including diagnostic evaluation, medical, psychiatric, psychological, and social service care, vocational rehabilitation and career counseling, which may be extended to alcoholics and intoxicated persons and/or drug addicts.


39-304. COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM FOR TREATMENT. The Idaho department of health and welfare is hereby designated as the state substance abuse authority.

1. The department shall establish a comprehensive and coordinated program for the treatment of alcoholics, intoxicated persons and drug addicts.

2. The program shall include:

(a) Emergency detoxification treatment and medical treatment directly related thereto provided by a facility affiliated with or part of the medical service of a general hospital;

(b) Inpatient treatment;

(c) Intensive outpatient treatment;

(d) Outpatient treatment;

(e) Community detoxification provided by an approved facility; and

(f) Recovery support services.

3. The department shall provide for adequate and appropriate treatment for persons admitted pursuant to section 39-307, Idaho Code. Treatment shall not be provided at a correctional institution except for inmates.

4. The department shall maintain, supervise, and control all facilities operated by it. The administrator of each such facility shall make an annual report of its activities to the director in the form and manner the director specifies.

5. All appropriate public and private resources shall be coordinated with and utilized in the program whenever possible.

6. The department shall prepare, publish and distribute annually a list of all approved public and private treatment facilities.
(7) The department may contract for the use of any facility as an approved public treatment facility if the director considers this to be an effective and economical course to follow.

(8) The program shall include an individualized treatment plan prepared and maintained for each client.


39-305. STANDARDS FOR PUBLIC AND PRIVATE TREATMENT FACILITIES -- ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURES -- PENALTIES. (1) The board of health and welfare shall establish standards for approved treatment facilities, which shall be met in order for a treatment facility to be approved as a public or private treatment facility. The standards shall prescribe the health standards to be met and standards of treatment to be afforded patients.

(2) The department shall periodically inspect approved public and private treatment facilities.

(3) The department shall maintain a list of approved public and private treatment facilities.

(4) Each approved public and private treatment facility shall file with the department any data, statistics, records, and information the department reasonably requires. An approved public or private treatment facility that, without good cause, fails to furnish any data, statistics, records, or information as requested, or that files fraudulent returns thereof, shall be removed from the list of approved treatment facilities.

(5) The board of health and welfare, after holding a hearing, may suspend, revoke, limit, or restrict an approval, or refuse to grant an approval, for failure to meet its standards.

(6) A district court may restrain any violation of this act, review any denial, restriction, or revocation of approval, and grant other relief required to enforce its provisions.

[I.C., sec. 39-305, as added by S.L. 1975, ch. 149, sec. 1, p. 376.]

39-306. ACCEPTANCE FOR TREATMENT -- RULES. The board of health and welfare shall adopt rules for the acceptance of persons into the treatment program, considering available treatment resources and facilities, for the purpose of early and effective treatment of alcoholics, intoxicated persons and drug addicts. In establishing the rules the board shall be guided by the following standards:

(1) If possible a patient shall be treated on a voluntary rather than an involuntary basis.

(2) A patient shall be initially assigned or transferred to outpatient or intensive outpatient treatment, unless he is found to require inpatient treatment.

(3) A person shall not be denied treatment solely because he has withdrawn from treatment against medical advice on a prior occasion or because he has relapsed after earlier treatment.

(4) An individualized treatment plan shall be prepared and maintained on a current basis for each patient.
(5) Provision shall be made for a continuum of coordinated treatment services, so that a person who leaves a facility or a form of treatment will have available and utilize other appropriate treatment.


39-307. VOLUNTARY TREATMENT OF ALCOHOLICS AND DRUG ADDICTS. (1) An alcoholic or a drug addict may apply for voluntary treatment directly to any approved public treatment facility. If the proposed patient is a minor or an incompetent person, he, a parent, legal guardian, or other legal representative shall make the application.

(2) Subject to rules adopted by the board of health and welfare, the director or his designee may determine who shall be admitted to an approved public treatment facility.

(3) If a patient receiving inpatient care leaves an approved public treatment facility, he shall be encouraged to consent to appropriate outpatient or intensive outpatient treatment, and the department shall assist in obtaining supportive services and residential facilities.

(4) If a patient leaves an approved public treatment facility, upon the recommendation of departmental staff, the department shall make reasonable provisions for his transportation to another facility or to his home. If he has no home, he shall be assisted in obtaining shelter. If the patient is a minor or an incompetent person, the request for discharge from an inpatient facility shall be made by a parent, legal guardian, or other legal representative or by the minor or incompetent if he was the original applicant.


39-307A. PROTECTIVE CUSTODY. (a) An intoxicated or drug addicted person may come voluntarily to an approved public treatment facility for emergency treatment. A person who appears to be intoxicated in a public place and to be in need of help, if he consents to the proffered help, may be assisted to his home, an approved public treatment facility, an approved private treatment facility, or other health facility by a law enforcement officer.

(b) A person who appears to be incapacitated by alcohol or drugs shall be taken into protective custody by a law enforcement officer and forthwith brought to an approved treatment facility for emergency treatment. If no approved treatment facility is readily available he may be taken to a city or county jail where he may be held until he can be transported to an approved treatment facility, but in no event shall such confinement extend more than twenty-four (24) hours. A law enforcement officer, in detaining the person and in taking him to an approved treatment facility, is taking him into protective custody and shall make every reasonable effort to protect his health and safety. In taking the person into protective custody, the detaining officer may take reasonable steps to protect himself. A taking into protective custody under this section is not an arrest. No entry or other record shall be made to indicate that the person has been arrested or charged with a crime.

(c) A person who comes voluntarily or is brought to an approved treatment facility shall be examined as soon as possible. He may then be admitted as a patient or referred to another health facility. The referring approved treatment facility shall arrange for his transportation.
(d) A person who by examination is found to be incapacitated by alcohol or drugs at the time of his admission or to have become incapacitated at any time after his admission, may not be detained at the facility (1) once he is no longer incapacitated by alcohol or drugs or (2) if he remains incapacitated by alcohol or drugs for more than seventy-two (72) hours after admission as a patient. A person may consent to remain in the facility as long as the person in charge believes appropriate.

(e) If a patient is admitted to an approved treatment facility, his family or next of kin shall be notified as promptly as possible. If an adult patient who is not incapacitated requests that there be no notification, his request shall be respected.

(f) Law enforcement officers, personnel of the department, and personnel of an alcohol or drug treatment facility who act in compliance with this section are acting in the course of their official duty and are not criminally or civilly liable therefor.

(g) If the person in charge of the approved treatment facility determines it is for the patient's benefit, the patient shall be encouraged to agree to further diagnosis and appropriate voluntary treatment.

(h) That any person taken to a seventy-two (72) hour evaluation and treatment facility shall be informed immediately that he has the right to request and take a chemical test in order to ascertain whether he is an intoxicated or addicted person. If the person requests to take the test and the professional person in charge of the facility then determines that the person taken to the facility is not intoxicated or addicted, he shall immediately release him. A record shall be maintained by the facility of the results of the test.


39-309. PAYMENT FOR TREATMENT -- FINANCIAL ABILITY OF PATIENTS. (1) If treatment is provided by an approved public treatment facility and the patient has not paid the charge therefor, the department is entitled to any income or payment received by the patient or to which he may be entitled for the services rendered, and to any payment from any public or private source available to the department because of the treatment provided to the patient.

(2) A patient in an approved treatment facility, or the estate of the patient, or a person obligated to provide for the cost of treatment and having sufficient financial ability, is liable to the department for the cost of transportation, maintenance and treatment of the patient therein in accordance with rates established by the department.

(3) The board of health and welfare shall adopt rules and regulations governing financial ability that take into consideration the income, savings and other personal and real property of the person required to pay, as well as any support being furnished by him to any person whom he may be required by law to support.

[I.C., sec. 39-309, as added by S.L. 1975, ch. 149, sec. 1, p. 376; am. 1976, ch. 98, sec. 4, p. 419.]

39-310. CRIMINAL LAW LIMITATIONS. (1) With the exception of persons below the statutory age for consuming alcoholic beverages and of persons affected by the provisions of subsection (3) herein, no person shall be incar-
cerated or prosecuted criminally or civilly for the violation of any law, or-
dinance, resolution or rule that includes drinking, being a common drunkard,
or being found in an intoxicated or addicted condition as one of the elements
of the offense giving rise to criminal or civil penalty or sanction.

(2) No county, municipality, or other political subdivision may inter-
pret or apply any law of general application to circumvent the provision of
subsection (1) of this section.

(3) Nothing in this chapter shall affect any law, ordinance, resolu-
tion, or rule against drunken driving, driving under the influence of al-
cohol or drugs, or other similar offense involving the operation of a vehi-
cle, aircraft, boat, machinery, or other equipment, or regarding the sale,
purchase, dispensing, possessing, or use of alcoholic beverages or drugs at
stated times and places or by a particular class of persons, or regarding the
carrying of a concealed weapon when intoxicated or under the influence of an
intoxicating drink or drug, or regarding pedestrians who are under the in-
fluence of alcohol or drugs to a degree which renders them a hazard and who
walk or are otherwise upon a highway except on a sidewalk, or regarding per-
sons who are using or are under the influence of controlled substances or
narcotic drugs and who are on public property, roadways or conveyances or on
private property open to the public.

(4) This chapter shall not limit or alter the terms or effect of section

(5) Nothing in this chapter shall affect the enforcement of any other
provisions of the uniform controlled substances act.

9, p. 615; am. 2002, ch. 189, sec. 1, p. 544.]

39-311. RULES AND REGULATIONS. The board of health and welfare shall
promulgate such rules and regulations as are deemed necessary to carry out
the provisions of this act, subject to the provisions of chapter 52, title
67, Idaho Code.

[I.C., sec. 39-311, as added by S.L. 1975, ch. 149, sec. 1, p. 376.]